Sneak peek – Highlights from Walk/Bike/Places 2020 breakout sessions

Guiding Us Towards Equitable Investments
Thinking Differently About our Streets
Case Studies in Transformative Projects: The Best of the Indianapolis Area
Better Intersections for Bicyclists: Design and Real World Data
Better. Transit. Now! How to advocate from the inside and outside
Enforcement, Justice, and Protecting Vulnerable Users
Equity, Agency & Social Organizations (Part 2)
Federal Funds for Non-motorized Transportation and Recreation - Rails-with-Trails
The Money We Want and the Money We Have
Community Based Traffic Safety
Two Steps Forward; One Step Back: Winning Hearts and Minds
Making Inspirational Projects Happen
How to Make a Safe Street
How Cognition Affects User Experience
Building a Local and National Movement
Bike Network Implementation: Doing it fast; doing it right
Placemaking & the Public Realm
Institutionalizing Tactical Urbanism
Actions for Equitable Engagement
Safe Streets Make Better Places
Equity, Agency & Social Organizations (Part 1)
Trails are places too!
Streets Divide Neighborhoods; Trails Connect People
Make No Small Plans
Data Analyzing & Metrics
Better Bus Rapid Transit: Global and Local Perspectives
Tools for Equity
Connecting Place, Community, and Sustainability
Large Scale Data Collection and Application
From Portals to Places
Infrastructure Accessibility
So you have data. Now what?
Organize, Diversify, Sustain
Engaged, Active and Individual Perception
Need Better Data? Go Get It